
Adopted Family. 

Due to our working patterns my darling wife Tracey and I only see each other about 30 hours 

per week, tops.  We see each other briefly in the evening, depending on what other activities 

we may have to undertake.  With me it’s ministry, including the theology course and all the 

homework that entails, and with my wife it usually involves the family. 

I am at work for approximately 40 hours per week, (including lunch), which means I can 

potentially see my colleagues more in the week than I do my darling wife. 

I have said it before, and I will say it again, you are all my adopted family, although at my 

age I can’t see any of you being my adopted father or mother - I am more of the age that I 

could take that role on for you.  But we are family and as family we look out for each other, 

we are all adopted into the family of God our Father along with His Son Jesus Christ and of 

course the Holy Ghost.  I also express the idea of adoption with my colleagues at work, and 

believe me we do look out for each other, we make sure we are all safe and are there when 

someone is in need. One area knew of a workmate who had fallen on hard times and did a 

whip round for them, to help ease the burden. 

But we are told in the Bible that, Mark 3:35: Whoever does God’s will is my brother and 

sister and mother.” (NIV). We could liken this to any area of our life where we are 

part of a community.  For example, in the gym, people go for a reason, and there is 

usually common ground for going, so a community builds up, and we could say 

those going to the gym are our adopted family. 

I haven’t had to go to the barbers for many a year as my hair decided it didn’t want to 

be part of my life anymore. I found that during a conversation with a person, the 

conversation went around to barbers and their skill.  The person I was talking to was 

rather challenged, like myself regarding the upper head region, but they still visited 

the barber every six weeks or so.  I asked whether they had ever considered cutting 

their own hair, and the reply I got was that this person visited the barber because 

they could talk with this person and get things off their chest, knowing that it wouldn’t 

go any further, it was their time in the barber’s chair, and they had the barber’s 

undivided attention for the 20 minutes or so that it took to cut their hair. So, could the 

barber be the adopted brother, sister etc. for those who visited them? 

What about you? Who do you confide in?  You have already read that I don’t have 

the barber to confide in, because I am Rickie Very Little Hair. But I know that I have 

many brothers, sisters and mothers and fathers that I can share my concerns with 

should the need arise. 

We are all in the family of the church, we are all related through the Blood of Christ, 

where we have all received God’s forgiving Grace.  We all have one thing in 

common, that being each other, related through the love of God. I know that you all 

look out for me, and I look out for you all.   

When I have the honour of marrying couples within the church, I always stress to 

those present that when they say, ‘We will’ in answer to the question whether they 

will look out for the couple and be there in their time of need, the ‘We will’ isn’t to be 

said lightly, it is to be said with conviction, because they are witness to the marriage, 

and should commit to help the couple should the need ever arise.  Again, family 
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because those attending the wedding are all the couple’s brother, sister, mother and 

father, whether physically (actual), or spiritually, as you all are to me. 

Those on the outside should look in to our churches and have the urge to become 

part of our family, adopted by each and everyone of us, irrespective of their 

background. 

We must never forget that we are all part of a worldwide family, each one of us taking our 

active part in the family.  Remember who does what at home, some cook, some clean, some 

do the ironing, some to the DIY, which in our house is usually Tracey, because she doesn’t 

trust me with drills etc. We are not only family, we are a team, where everyone is equal.  

Yours in Christ 

Rick 


